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Abstract:
Lithium niobate, with its wide applications in optics and mechanics, is a chemically inert material, and fabrication techniques for microscale and nanoscale structures of lithium niobate are to be developed. In this report, we demonstrate fabricating high-quality lithium niobate 1D and 2D photonic crystal cavities, using electron beam lithography and ion milling. Our devices exhibit high optical $Q$ factors, paving the way for cavity nonlinear optics and cavity opto-mechanics of lithium niobate.

Summary of Research:
Lithium niobate (LN) exhibits outstanding electro-optic, nonlinear optical, acousto-optic, piezoelectric, photorefractive, pyroelectric, and photoconductive properties, that have found very broad applications in telecommunication, nonlinear/quantum photonics, microelectromechanics, information storage and sensing, among many others. Recently, significant interest has been attracted to develop LN photonic devices on chip-scale platforms, which have shown significant advantage in device engineering compared with conventional approaches [1-4]. Miniaturization of device dimensions dramatically enhances optical field in the devices which enables a variety of nonlinear optical, quantum optical, and optomechanical functionalities. In our work, we demonstrate LN 1D and 2D photonic crystal with more than optical $Q$ around $10^5$, more than two orders of magnitude higher than other LN nanocavities reported to date. In our 1D LN photonic crystal, the high optical quality together with tight mode confinement leads to extremely strong nonlinear photorefractive effect, with a resonance tuning rate of $\sim 0.64$ GHz/μJ, or equivalently $\sim 84$ MHz/photon, three orders of magnitude greater than other LN resonators. In particular, we observed intriguing quenching of photorefraction that has never been reported before. The devices also exhibit strong optomechanical coupling with gigahertz nanomechanical mode with a significant $f \cdot Q$ product of $1.47 \times 10^{12}$ Hz.

Figure 1: (a) (b) SEM images of a LiNbO$_3$ photonic crystal nanobeam. (c) Normalized transmission spectrum of the photonic crystal cavity, measured by two tunable lasers operating at different wavelength ranges (indicated as black and grey curves). Insets show detailed transmission spectra of the fundamental TE (TE0) mode and second-order TE (TE1) mode, respectively.

The fabrication process of our devices is pretty standard. First, we start with an X-cut lithium niobate-on-insulator wafer, which has a device layer of 300 nm sitting on a buried silicon oxide layer of 2 μm; then we spin ZEP-520A on the top of the wafer, and do patterning with JEOL 9500 electron beam lithography. Second, lithium niobate is etched with AJA ion milling, with ZEP-520A as the mask. Next, the remaining resist is removed by YES Asher oxygen plasma etcher. Finally, diluted hydrofluoric acid is utilized to remove buried silicon oxide and release our suspended structures.
Figure 1 (a)(b) shows the SEM images of a LiNbO	extsubscript{3} photonic crystal nanobeam, which show clearly the quality of device etching and dimension control. By launching a continuous-wave tunable laser into the cavity with a tapered optical fiber and monitoring the cavity transmission, we obtained the cavity transmission spectrum shown in Figure 1(c) for the transverse electric (TE) optical field with polarization lying in the device plane. Figure 1(c) shows two distinct cavity modes located at 1452 and 1511 nm, which correspond to the fundamental (TE0) and second-order (TE1) TE modes of the device, respectively. In particular, the two cavity modes exhibit optical Q as high as 1.09 \times 10^5 and 1.08 \times 10^5, respectively, which are more than two orders of magnitude higher than current state-of-the-art LN photonic crystal devices.

Figure 2 shows our design and fabrication result for our 2D LN photonic crystal. The dispersion property of the fundamental transverse-electric-like (TE-like) guided mode inside the designed 2D photonic crystal slab is shown in Figure 2 (a). Optical mode field profiles of the fundamental mode are shown on the top. The scanning electron microscopic image of a fabricated 2D LN PhC slab, shown in Figure 2 (b) and Figure 2 (c), indicates our high etching quality. For convenience, we denote the one perpendicular to the optical axis as an e-cavity since the dominant electric field polarizes along the optical axis, corresponding to the extraordinary polarization (Figure 2 (d)). Accordingly, we denote the one in parallel with the optical axis as an o-cavity as the dominant cavity field polarizes along the extraordinary polarization. The highest Q we achieved in our O-cavity is 3.34 \times 10^5. In particular, the peculiar anisotropy of photorefraction quenching and unique anisotropic thermo-optic nonlinear response have never been reported before.

In conclusion, we have developed the fabrication of high quality photonic crystal on lithium niobate-on-insulator platform using electron beam lithography and ion milling. High-quality etching of lithium niobate is verified by 1D photonic crystal nanocavities with Q of 10^5 and 2D photonic crystal nanocavities with Q of 3.34 \times 10^5. Our work is of great potential for nonlinear optics, quantum photonics of lithium niobate on chip.
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Abstract:

We report on-chip second-harmonic generation (SHG) that simultaneously achieves a large tunability and a high conversion efficiency inside a single device. We utilize the unique strong thermo-optic birefringence of LN to achieve flexible temperature tuning of type-I inter-modal phase matching. We experimentally demonstrate spectral tuning with a tuning slope of 0.84 nm/K for a telecom-band pump, and a nonlinear conversion efficiency of 4.7% W⁻¹, in a LN nanophotonic waveguide only 8 mm long.

Summary of Research:

Lithium niobate (LN) has attracted considerable attention in nonlinear optics for decades, due to its wide bandgap and large \( \chi^{(2)} \) nonlinearity that support efficient second-harmonic generation (SHG), sum-/difference-frequency generation, and parametric down-conversion, which are conventionally enabled by quasi-phase matching in periodically-poled LN waveguides made from reverse proton exchange [1-3]. Recent advance in LN nonlinear photonics has shown the great advantages of the LN-on-insulator platform, which exhibits not only sub-micron mode confinement that enhances nonlinear conversion efficiencies, but also more degrees of freedom in waveguide geometry for dispersion engineering [4-8], which offer potentials for novel functionalities. Here, we demonstrate highly-efficient thermal control of phase-matched wavelengths for SHG in a LN nanophotonic waveguide, with a measured tuning slope of 0.84 nm/K for a telecom pump [9]. Our device is of great potential for on-chip wavelength conversion that produces highly-tunable coherent visible light, essential for various integrated photonic applications such as particle and chemical sensing in aqueous environments, while taking advantage of the mature telecom laser technology.

In order to effectively tune the phase-matching window of SHG, we need a controlling mechanism that is able to induce a significant relative change in effective indices at the two involved wavelengths. We take advantage of the large thermo-optic birefringence of LN, i.e.

\[
\frac{dn_e}{dT} \gg \left| \frac{dn_o}{dT} \right|
\]

which allows us to introduce disparate index changes between two interband modes with orthogonal polarizations, by simply varying the temperature [10,11]. This effect is maximized on a Z-cut wafer, which supports high-purity polarization modes. Thus, in a Z-cut LN waveguide [see Figure 1(a)], we designed the geometry for phase matching between \( TE_{0,\text{tele}} \) in the telecom and \( TM_{2,\text{vis}} \) in the visible [see Figure 1(b)(c)]. As presented in Figure 1(d)(e), by simulation with the finite-element method (FEM) that takes temperature- and wavelength-dependent thermo-optic effects into account [10], we get a phase-matched pump wavelength \( \lambda_{\text{PM}} \) of around 1540 nm at \( T = 20^\circ \text{C} \), and it is shifted to 1574 nm at \( T = 70^\circ \text{C} \), with a fitted tuning slope of 0.69 nm/K [see Figure 1(f)].

To confirm our simulation results, we fabricated waveguides on a Z-cut LN-on-insulator wafer with electron-beam lithography and ion milling [6,9,11]. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures [see Figure 2(a), insets] show very smooth sidewalls, indicating a low propagation loss. Then we conducted experiments for SHG, with the setup shown in Figure 2(a), where pump light from a continuous-wave tunable telecom laser is coupled into a LN waveguide via a lensed fiber, and collected together with the frequency-doubled
light by a second lensed fiber; after being separated from its second-harmonic by a 780/1550 WDM, the telecom pump light is directed to an InGaAs detector for monitoring, while the generated visible light is sent to a spectrometer for detection. We employed a waveguide with a length of about 8 mm. The fiber-to-chip coupling loss is about 5 dB/facet, and the waveguide propagation loss is estimated to be 0.54 dB/cm. By scanning the laser wavelength, we could find pump wavelengths that generate second-harmonic light.

As shown in Figure 2(b), at $T = 18.7^\circ$C, significant SHG is achieved by pump light around 1559 nm, with a sinc-like spectrum, from which we extract a peak conversion efficiency of $4.7\%W^{-1}$. As we increase the device temperature, $\lambda_{PM}$, the phase-matched pump wavelength that exhibits the peak conversion efficiency, is gradually shifted to longer wavelengths.

As shown in Figure 2(c), the experimentally measured $d\lambda_{PM}/dT$ is 0.84 nm/K, which agrees very well with our simulation [see Figure 1(f)]. The larger experimental value potentially results from a positive contribution by pyroelectric and thermo-expansion effects that were not considered in the simulation.
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of our Z-cut LN waveguide. FEM simulation of (b) mode profiles, and (c) effective indices as functions of wavelength, of $TE_{0,tele}$ in the telecom band and $TM_{j,vis}$ ($j = 0, 1, 2$) in the visible, where $w_t = 1200$ nm, $h_1 = 460$ nm, $h_2 = 100$ nm, and $\theta = 75^\circ$, at 20°C. The discontinuity in the effective index of $TM_{1,vis}$ is due to its coupling with $TE_{2,tele}$ (not shown). Zoom-in of the wavelength-dependent effective indices of $TE_{0,tele}$ and $TM_{2,vis}$ at (d) 20°C, and (d) 70°C, with black arrows indicating phase matching. (f) Simulated $\lambda_{PM}$ as a function of temperature.

---

Figure 2: (a) Experimental setup. Insets are SEM pictures showing the waveguide facet and sidewall. (b) SHG spectrum at different temperature. (c) Measured $\lambda_{PM}$ as a function of temperature.
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**Abstract:**

We have produced a new quantum coherence phenomenon via photon generation within ultra-high-$Q$ silicon microdisks. The Rayleigh-scattering-induced strong coupling of counterpropagating modes opens up discrete energy pathways for pair creation, leading to Rabi-like oscillations in the biphoton second-order coherence. Additionally, the pump resonance splitting may be used to coherently control the internal structure of the oscillations by enabling the quantum interference between multiple creation pathways.

**Summary of Research:**

Optical microresonators have proven to be excellent chip-scale sources of heralded single photons and entangled photon pairs [1-3]. In this report, we will show that they possess a new and fascinating functionality not seen in any other system to date. We propose and demonstrate that the Rayleigh-scattering-induced strong coupling between counterpropagating cavity modes within microresonators can be used to achieve Rabi-like oscillations in the biphoton second-order coherence.

Figure 1 illustrates the system and the intracavity processes that lead to this phenomenon. A scanning electron microscope image of the actual silicon microdisk is shown in the inset, with a radius of 4.5 µm, thickness of 260 nm and average intrinsic optical $Q$s above one million. The device pattern was defined using the JEOL 9500 electron beam lithography system and transferred to the silicon layer using the UNAXIS 770 etcher. A pump laser is evanescently coupled into the microdisk, wherein cavity-enhanced spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) occurs between the pump (p), signal (s) and idler (i) modes. In the absence of a coupling mechanism, each cavity mode admits two degenerate eigenmodes, forward and backward traveling. However, the extreme enhancement of the light-matter interaction strength in our system enables the small Rayleigh scattering at the boundary of the cavity to induce a strong coupling between the forward and backward modes, which manifests as the well-known resonance splitting [4].

The single photons may coherently cycle between forward and backward modes, as depicted by the use of bidirectional arrows in Figure 1. The photons are coupled out of the cavity and detected by superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors. A coincidence counter histograms the detection of photon pairs as a function of their arrival time differences, which yields the biphoton coherence waveforms, $g^{(2)}(\tau)$, seen in Figures 2-4.

In analogy to the formation of dressed states in an atom-cavity system [5], the strong coupling between counterpropagating modes implies that it is no longer possible to describe forward or backward independently. And given that the biphoton coherence properties are
established by the cavity [6], we expect that the strong coupling must be imprinted on the biphoton correlations. This is precisely what we observe in Figures 2-4.

The measured biphoton correlations display a stunning difference compared with other chip-scale sources, which exhibit monotonically decaying profiles. In Figure 2, we see that at certain delay times the photon pairs in the signal forward-idler forward (SF-IF) channels are highly correlated, then diminish to nearly zero, before being revived in an oscillatory manner.

Figure 3 depicts the biphoton correlations between the signal forward-idler backward (SF-IB) channels. Here, we clearly see a complementary effect compared to Figure 2. Taken together, we understand that as the correlations are diminishing in the copropagating configuration they are intensifying in the counterpropagating configuration, and vice versa. Thus, biphoton correlations oscillate between configurations, and an estimate of the modulation period infers that the process originates from a resonance splitting of approximately 1 GHz, which is in good agreement with the measured splitting of the signal and idler resonances.

In Figure 4, we measure the biphoton correlations for the SF-IB configuration using two different values of pump-cavity frequency detuning. Although we are measuring the same channel configuration, we are able to achieve oscillatory features that are completely out of phase with each other. Varying the detuning causes the counterpropagating intracavity pump fields to develop different relative phases (see Figure 1), which may be used to conveniently control the oscillations.

We have shown for the first time that optical microresonators can be used to achieve Rabi-like oscillations in photon pair correlations. We have also demonstrated that the oscillations may be controlled by varying the relative phase of the counterpropagating intracavity pump fields. Given the vital role that second-order coherence assumes in many quantum photonic systems [7], we expect that this new phenomenon will have a broad impact. Photon pairs produced by SFWM are intrinsically time-energy entangled, and we have demonstrated that their correlation properties may be highly coupled to the path configuration of our system. Consequently, we envision that our device may be used to explore quantum state generation and new entanglement properties, as well as the potential for quantum logic operations.
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Abstract:

We report the development and performance tests of x-ray transmission mirrors (XTM) fabricated using a new process that is both simpler and has higher yield than prior techniques. The new approach requires only two etch steps, and yet yields more structurally stable devices and accommodates greater versatility for tailoring devices to specific applications. The performance of these devices, namely their transmission and reflection characteristics in the x-ray regime, were tested at the G2 station at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source and agree with theoretical models.

Summary of Research:

X-ray transmission mirrors (XTMs) are a novel class of x-ray optics. As with traditional x-ray mirrors, they operate on the principle of total external reflection (TER): for a given incidence angle, only x-ray energies below a certain critical angle are reflected, so that the mirror acts as a low-pass filter for x-rays. However, unlike a regular x-ray mirror, XTMs transmit the incident x-ray beam rather than absorbing it and can thus act as an efficient high-pass filter. This operating mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1. Because XTMs operate at glancing incident angles, transmitting the incident beam with minimal absorption losses requires XTMs to be designed as thin as possible.

Despite being introduced over 30 years ago \cite{1}, XTMs have not been adopted widely in the synchrotron community owing, primarily, to practical challenges of fabricating such optics to be structurally stable. There are many potential applications of XTMs. First, they function as a high-pass x-ray energy filter with sharper energy cut-off and rejection than absorption filters \cite{1,2}. Secondly, together with a total reflection mirror, transmission mirrors can be used as a high flux, tunable x-ray bandwidth optic for applications such as Laue diffraction \cite{3}. They also show promise as a front-end x-ray optic to alleviate the high heat load of a white x-ray beam by reflecting the lower energy components of the spectrum. In this report, we present a new nanofabricated approach developed to fabricate XTMs in a silicon wafer substrate that has resulted in a higher yield of XTIM optics fabricated.

Figure 1: The drawing of a transmission mirror optic showing a 3D representation (top) and a 2D cross-sectional view (bottom) illustrating the mode of operation. By taking advantage of aspect ratio dependent etching (ARDE), a bridge as indicated is created at the downstream of the optic, which functions as the supporting structure for holding up the thin XTM.

Figure 1 shows the principle of operation of an XTM operating at glancing angles. Ideally, the exit path of both the reflected and transmitted beam after interacting with the mirror must be clear. This requirement indicates there should not be any structures at the downstream of wafer in the path where the beam exits the mirror. To avoid blocking the reflected beam, our XTM design was made to support the membrane from the bottom. This support structure was accomplished with a custom...
designed etch mask designed to induce a spatial etch rate variation on same wafer using a single deep reactive etch (DRIE) run. In this case, we get to choose which areas of the final optic etches faster and which areas are etched slower.

Starting with a double-side polished silicon wafer, a silicon dioxide etch mask is patterned on the backside to define the eventual support frame of the XTM when the wafer is etched deep. A special, thin formulation of SU-8 (SU-8 TF 6000, ~ 300 nm thick) is spun-on the front side of the wafer. Because the SU-8 film functions as the template membrane for the XTM mirror, care is taken to ramp up the spin speed of the wafer chuck to minimize the overall wafer thickness variation of the SU-8 film. To crosslink the SU-8, a flood exposure on the SUSS MicroTec MA6 for 4s at a power of 12 mW/cm² is enough, which is followed by a 300°C 3hr anneal to relieve any inherent stresses built-up in the SU-8. A 10-nm thick platinum film is sputtered over the SU-8 on the topside of the wafer. The rest of the processing is a deep reactive ion etch (DRIE) on the backside to create the XTM windows after which an isotropic XeF₂ etch finishes off the support bridge structures of the XTM and clears any residual silicon to fully expose the XTM window membranes.

The mirrors were tested at the G2 station at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS). The incident beam used was a 0.1 mm tall by 0.5 mm wide x-ray beam. The mirror was then rocked in the beam while the reflection and transmission response was recorded by the MYTHEN single-photon-counting silicon microstrip detector located further downstream of the mirror.

Figure 2 shows the 2D plot of the captured reflection and transmission response for each rotation angle. Integrating the reflected and transmitted beam intensities shows the complementary response function of the mirror which agrees to the predicted behavior as seen in Figure 3.
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**Abstract:**

On-chip integrated Raman spectroscopy offers an attractive route to on-chip sensing, owing to its portability and signal enhancement in comparison to conventional Raman spectroscopy [1-3]. In order to further improve the Raman conversion efficiency over the previous work, we design a titanium dioxide (TiO\textsubscript{2}) slot waveguide, which has a stronger overlap with the surrounding molecule and a reduced mode volume, which when combined with the high refractive index of TiO\textsubscript{2}, allows the theoretical conversion efficiency to be five times higher than strip waveguides. We fabricate the proposed TiO\textsubscript{2} slot waveguides using a combination of e-beam lithography and chromium (Cr) hard mask. The propagation loss is about 15 dB/cm at 780 nm wavelength, which makes this platform promising for the next-generation integrated on-chip Raman sensors.

**Summary of Research:**

Fully-integrated on-chip Raman sensors are a critically needed technology for medical diagnostics, threat detection, and environmental-quality monitoring. By utilizing a waveguide design using the evanescent field outside of a dielectric to pump and collect Raman scattering, we have demonstrated an integrated-evanescent Raman sensor on TiO\textsubscript{2} [2]. In order to further improve this on-chip Raman sensing platform, we propose a slot waveguide structure that has an air gap between two parallel bus waveguides to improve the Raman efficiency. In this slot waveguide structure, the electric field discontinuity at the TiO\textsubscript{2}/air interface leads to a high confinement of the optical field in the slot region, which makes this structure appealing for sensing applications.

We fabricate the proposed TiO\textsubscript{2} slot waveguides using a combination of e-beam lithography and Cr hard mask. The fabrication flow is shown in Figure 1. Since the design slot width is around 100 nm, which is beyond the resolution of conventional photolithography, we switch to e-beam lithography from our previous work [2].

We start with a silicon substrate with thermal oxide on top and sputter TiO\textsubscript{2} thin film using PVD75 deposition tool. Above TiO\textsubscript{2} thin film, we first sputter a thin layer of Cr as a hard mask and then the e-beam resist for e-beam lithography (Figure 1a). After e-beam exposure and development (Figure 1b), we transfer the slot pattern to Cr layer by dry etching in PT770 ICP (Figure 1c). Then we remove the residual e-beam resist by oxygen plasma (Figure 1d) and transfer the slot pattern to TiO\textsubscript{2} layer by dry etching.

**Figure 1:** The fabrication process of TiO\textsubscript{2} slot waveguides.

**Figure 2:** A SEM image of the TiO\textsubscript{2} slot structure after TiO\textsubscript{2} dry etching.
etching in Oxford 100 ICP (Figure 1e). Finally, we remove the Cr hard mask by wet etch (Figure 1f) to form TiO₂ slot waveguides. Figure 2 is a representative scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the cross section of a fabricated TiO₂ slot waveguide after TiO₂ dry etching step. By utilizing a thin layer of Cr as the hard mask for TiO₂ etch, we are able to define an air gap between two parallel bus waveguides for Raman sensing purpose.

In order to characterize this device’s performance, we measure the propagation loss using the top-view camera method around 780 nm wavelength in air. We couple a 780 nm laser light into the slot waveguide by an objective lens and capture the waveguide scattering by a camera mounted on the top. We measure the scattering as a function of waveguide length, subtracting the average baseline signal (non-zero dark regions away from the waveguide), and plot the scattering intensity as a function of distance. Then we fit this data to a linear regression model and extract a loss value of about 15 dB/cm. Compared with the previous result by a conformal atomic layer deposition re-coating method to create TiO₂ slot waveguides (767 dB/cm at 664 nm wavelength) [4], our fabrication method has dramatically decreased the device propagation loss, which makes this platform more practical for on-chip Raman sensing application.

We notice that TiO₂ slot etching generates non-vertical sidewalls, so we include those dimension changes and simulate the mode profile in our TiO₂ slot waveguide structure. Figure 3 shows that our fabricated slot structure can support a quasi-TE guiding mode, which is highly confined in the gap region. Based on our previous model of waveguide-based spontaneous Raman scattering conversion efficiency $\eta_0$ [2], $\eta_0$ is related to the overlap between guiding light and sensing chemistry. This quasi-TE mode in the slot structure has a stronger overlap with the surrounding molecule than that in strip waveguides, which makes the slot waveguide structure more in favor of Raman sensing than a strip waveguide structure. Our calculation reveals that our TiO₂ slot waveguide design has a five-fold $\eta_0$ than optimized strip waveguides that were made of TiO₂ as well.

In conclusion, we propose a slot structure on TiO₂ integrated optics platform for efficient on-chip Raman sensing. We fabricate TiO₂ slot waveguides and the low loss (15 dB/cm) of our TiO₂ waveguide puts it as one of the best performing slot waveguide. Future work will focus on the control of the fabrication variation and repeatability and the demonstration of high-performance sensing.
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**Summary of Research:**

With the help of John Treichler and Garry Bordonaro we were able to devise a method to print a blazed grating on an entire 100 mm fused silica ("glass") wafer, and to cut out four standard 29 mm circular filter size pieces from each wafer. These diffractive optical components will be used as a chromatic correction element in a multi-camera microscopy system for 3D imaging of neural circuits.
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Abstract:
Solid-state beam steering using large-scale optical phased arrays is of great interest for LIDAR and free-space communication systems, enabling wide-angle, long distance ranging or transmission of data in a robust platform. Ideally, a widely steerable narrow output beam that can reach to long distances requires a large aperture containing a large number of independently phase-controlled elements while remaining at a reasonable total power consumption. Applications at distances of tens to hundreds of meters require element-counts of several thousands, such that independent phase control overwhelmingly dominates power consumption and has prohibited larger element-count demonstrations thus far. We demonstrate the highest yet-reported element count actively-steered optical phased array with record low array power consumption of < 1.8 W. We show 2D steering over a 70 × 14° field of view while pumped by an integrated InP/silicon laser.

Summary of Research:
Here, we demonstrate low-power 2D beam steering with a 512-element active silicon optical phased array—to our knowledge the largest independently controllable phased array to date. We achieve low power operation by using a resonance-free light recycling device to recirculate light multiple times through a single thermo-optic phase shifter, thus multiplying its efficiency by approximately the number of circulations [1]. We place a 5-pass light recycling structure on every element (Figure 1b). Phase shifter power and voltage is sufficiently low to be directly driven by off-the-shelf digital to analog converter integrated circuits. The input laser light is split in a binary splitter tree into 512 channels, each of which then have a high-efficiency thermo-optic phase-shifter. The phase-shifters are separated by 20 µm to minimize thermal crosstalk, and are then fanned-in to a 1.3 µm emitter spacing.

Finally, a 1D array of 1-mm-long sidewall gratings [shown in Figure 1(c)] direct the beam upwards out of the chip and allow for 2D beam steering via wavelength tuning of our integrated laser in the vertical direction due to the 0.3°/nm wavelength sensitivity of the grating emission. Two layers of aluminum metal on the photonic chip route signals and a common ground to peripheral bond pads, where they are attached to a single layer of aluminum on a silicon interposer. The interposer is then mounted and wire bonded to a standard printed circuit board and its wires routed to control circuitry. The packaged chip is shown in Figure 1(a).

Figure 1: (a) 512-element silicon photonic array chip wire-bonded to interposer. (b) Microscope image of a section of the array of recycling phase shifters and tree of 1:2 MMI splitters (light flows right to left). (c) Scanning electron micrograph of sidewall grating on 450 nm wide emitter waveguide.
For our laser source, we fabricate an external laser cavity in silicon using vernier ring filters and couple it to an off-the-shelf facet-emitting reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA). This compact integrated laser source is both broadly tunable over tens of nanometers, while exhibiting sub-MHz narrow linewidth. For this demonstration light is coupled between separate laser and phased array chips with a single mode optical fiber.

We show a 2D-steerable phased array with a beam width of ~ 0.15° in both axes. To converge a single beam for each angle in the 2D phi-theta space and to compensate for as-fabricated phase mismatch between channels, we use a single-element photodiode placed physically in the far-field and a global optimization algorithm [3]. A far-field scan of the beam is shown Figure 2(a) as well as a fine scan in Figures 2(b) and 2(c), showing a peak-to-sidelobe ratio of 8.0 dB. Beam divergence and peak-to-sidelobe in the phase-controlled axis are slightly diminished from the theoretical values of 0.13° and 13 dB due to low phase shifter yield (63%) from a metal-layer fabrication error. The beam width of 0.15° in the grating axis confirms an effective grating length of approximately 1 mm. We demonstrate 2D beam steering of ± 35° in the phase-tuned axis (ϕ in Figure 2) and ± 7° in the wavelength tuned axis (θ in Figure 2) by tuning the laser bandwidth over a 45 nm (controlled by microheaters on the vernier ring filters). For accessing any steering point, the phased array consumes 1.5-1.8 W.

This large size array is already adequate for application around 10m operation for ranging or communication applications. Further optimization of our beam-forming algorithm coupled with improved phase-shifter efficiency and additional phase re-circulation can yield several factors improvement to scale up toward hundreds of meters. Considering that the laser efficiency is on the order of 4% [2], for input laser light of 50 mW (corresponding to the maximum output power of typical RSOAs), we estimate total power consumption less than 3W, enabling the array to be operated by a compact battery pack.
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Abstract:

Our main research goal is to improve and fabricate deep UV and visible photonic devices (e.g., LEDs and lasers). We grow the semiconductor thin films by molecular beam epitaxy. We use III-Nitride materials to make such devices. For deep UV devices, wide bandgap materials such as AlN, GaN and AlGaN are the typical materials. P-type transport is a major challenge in UV-LEDs. As such, we are working on polarization induced and short period superlattice doping to enhance the active hole concentration in these devices. For visible LEDs, we use tunnel junctions to improve the current spreading and contact resistance.

Summary of Research:

We have grown high aluminum (Al)-content p-type transport layers by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PA-MBE). These transport layers are grown on MOCVD-grown AlN on sapphire template. Using polarization induced doping, we grew magnesium (Mg)-doped graded AlGaN layers (grading from 100% Al-content to 65%). We also grew Mg-doped AlGaN/AlN short period superlattice structures to compare their performance. AFM images taken in CNF and XRD characterizations are shown in Figure 1.

We used standard lithography tools in CNF to fabricate transmission line measurement (TLM) structures on the p-type transport layers. Due to large resistivity in these p-type transport layers, we were not able to perform Hall measurements. Therefore, we performed temperature dependent TLM to extract the resistivity of our films and activation energy of the Mg dopant. As shown in Figure 2, the graded p-AlGaN structure has improved resistivity over the standard constant p-AlGaN structures. These results have been presented in the 2017 international workshop in UV materials and devices in Japan.

Figure 1: AFMs of grown p-type transport layers on AlN/sapphire substrate.
Another approach to resolve the resistive $p$-type layer issue in nitrides is to use tunnel junction. Using tunnel junction, instead of using top $p$-type layer, we grew another $n$-type layer on top of $p$-layer to form a tunnel junction. This is so called top tunnel junction design. Using this strategy, it has two advantages. First, due to low resistivity in $n$-type layer, the current spreading is generally three orders better. Second, making contact to the $n$-layers is also much easier, meaning lower contact resistance.

We grew these structures on single crystal bulk gallium nitride (GaN) substrates. And we used the standard lithography tools to do MESA isolation and put down the contacts. We’ve successfully demonstrated both top tunnel junction blue LEDs operating at room temperature as shown in Figure 3. The next step will be measuring these devices’ external quantum efficiency and output power to benchmark them with respect to other methods.
Three-Dimensional Scanner Fabrication
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**Abstract:**

A three-dimensional (3D) micro-electromechanical scanner that is capable of providing biaxial scanning and focus control is constructed. The scanner serves as the optical engine in a miniaturized handheld confocal microscope for the non-invasive, *in vivo* detection of skin cancer.

**Introduction:**

The standard method of diagnosing suspicious growths on the skin is to perform a biopsy. However not only can biopsies be painful and cause permanent scarring, they are also a sparse sampling [1,2]. It would be impractical to prescribe a biopsy for each site that looks suspicious, which leaves room for some malignant cells to go unnoticed. The good news is that a new, non-invasive method called optical biopsy is on the horizon. One of the promising types of optical biopsy is confocal laser scanning microscopy, which uses a laser to image cells under the surface of the skin [3,4]. The problem is that current confocal microscopes are too big, making it difficult to image sites that are in hard-to-reach parts of the body. A microelectromechanical system (MEMS) scanner has been constructed to address this problem by replacing the cumbersome mechanical scanning and focus elements in the conventional confocal microscope with a single 10 mm device [5,6].

**Summary of Research:**

The device is based on a dual axis gimbal platform that is supported by polymer hinges over a set of quadrant electrodes. At the center of the dual-axis gimbal platform is a deformable mirror that can be actuated independently using its own set of concentric electrodes. The gimbal platform along with a deformable mirror is constructed using a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer, while the quadrant electrodes for scanning actuation are fabricated on a double-sided polished (DSP) silicon wafer. The fabrication process includes the making of the deformable structure, the optical surface, the electrical connections and the polymer hinges. These are completed using microfabrication techniques such as photolithography, plasma etching, electron beam evaporation and wet chemical processing. The quadrant electrodes on the DSP wafer are fabricated using similar techniques. The two wafers are then aligned and bonded.

The release of the device uses procedures including xenon difluoride etching with the Xactix etcher to remove the device layer silicon from the SOI. Low power oxide etching employing the Oxford 81 etcher is used to remove the buried oxide layer. Figure 1 provides a picture of the completed wafer.

Figure 1: Image of wafer after fabrication. See the full color version on the cover of this book!
Conclusions:

In conclusion, we have fabricated a new polymer enhanced MEMS scan mirror that is capable of high-resolution imaging with simultaneous focus adjustment. The device is geared towards the miniaturization of confocal microscopes for a new generation of handheld optical biopsy devices. It can also be adapted to benefit a wide range of optical imaging and display applications.
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Abstract:
We are developing wide-bandwidth silicon substrate-based metal mesh mirrors for use in millimeter and sub-millimeter astronomical instruments. These mirrors are comprised of silicon substrates that are lithographically patterned with metal mesh reflectors on one surface and metamaterial anti-reflection coatings on their other surface. In the past year, this project has made significant progress in the development of our fabrication methods. We use standard lift-off lithography and metal evaporation tools to deposit and pattern our metal mesh filters. Our two-layer metamaterial anti-reflection coating fabrication makes extensive use of CNF's deep reactive ion etching devices and metrology tools such as profilometry and scanning electron microscopes. We are currently fabricating our meshes and anti-reflection coatings on high-resistivity silicon wafers that are low-loss, optical quality substrates. We will test the optical performance of our samples this summer using a Fourier transform spectrometer and will use the results to iterate and improve on our fabrication processes in the coming year.

Summary of Research:
The goal for this project is to fabricate silicon-substrate based metal mesh filters for use in millimeter and submillimeter astronomical instruments. This involves lithographic patterning of evaporated gold meshes on silicon wafers and etching double-layer metamaterial anti-reflection coatings (ARC) on the silicon surfaces using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). These frequency dependent filters will be used as mirrors for Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) to spectroscopically observe early star and galaxy formation. The double-layer design is necessary to provide wide bandwidth transmission to span the wavelengths of interest for our instruments. The metamaterial design is necessary to match the thermal expansion coefficients of the substrate and ARC layers because warpage due to cryogenic thin film stresses would strongly affect the optical performance of our interferometry and refractive optical elements.

The bulk of our work this year has been the development of our fabrication methods for high-throughput, wide-bandwidth double-layer metamaterial ARCs. This has involved many iterations of fabrication and metrology with a plethora of tools in the CNF cleanroom. We began investigating the methods to fabricate two-layer ARCs over a year ago and presented preliminary results in an Applied Optics paper last year [1]. Since this time, we have worked to improve our control of the etched geometry. Figure 1 shows our current fabrication recipe for two-layer ARCs.
We use stacked oxide and photoresist etch masks that are patterned on a silicon wafer before any silicon is etched. The oxide is deposited using CNF’s Oxford plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and etched using the Oxford 82 etcher. Depending on the millimeter or sub-millimeter band that we are interested in, we pattern our photoresist etch masks using the ABM contact aligner or the ASML stepper with Gamma automatic coat-develop tool. With these etch masks patterned, we use either the Unaxis 770 deep silicon etcher or the Plasma-Therm deep silicon etcher. At intermediate steps inside our silicon etching, we measure the etch depth using the Zygo optical profilometer. Since last year, we have added a thermal oxide growth step and oxide removal step in between etching both silicon layers in order to clean-up the edge between both layers.

Figure 2 shows an SEM image (taken using CNF’s Zeiss Ultra SEM) of a successful result of this fabrication procedure. Figure 3 shows an SEM image of the result of our old recipe, which did not include the thermal oxidation and HF bath in between the two etched layers. Notice the fence-like structure in between the upper and lower holes. Our new oxidation and removal steps can remove this unwanted structure. We are currently working to improve our control of this method and we are also looking for other methods to prevent the formation of this structure.

We are also currently fabricating these ARCs on optical quality, high-resistivity silicon wafers so that we can measure their frequency dependent transmittance using our lab’s FTS. This summer, we will fabricate meshes of various geometries and compare to our optical models.

These mesh filters and ARCs will be used to fabricate the mirrors of astronomical FPIs, which will be used for spectroscopic measurements in two major instruments. The first will be the HIRMES (high-resolution mid-infrared spectrometer) instrument, which will fly on NASA’s airborne observatory Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) [2]. The second will be the CCAT-Prime telescope which Cornell is building on Cerro Chajnantor in the Chilean Atacama Desert [3]. HIRMES will observe in the far-IR, while CCAT-Prime will observe in the millimeter and sub-millimeter. Two wafers with ARC on one side and a metalized layer on the other side will form the resonant cavity of a FPI.

In the past year we have made great steps towards achieving our goals at CNF. We have demonstrated our ability to fabricate double-layer ARCs for different millimeter, sub-millimeter and far-IR wavelengths. We have used many of the fabrication and metrology tools at CNF. Our next steps are to better characterize our etched geometries and improve our metamaterial ARCs. We will be using Fourier transform spectrometers to measure our samples’ optical performance and using the results to iterate on our fabrication design.
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Abstract:
Our tunable optics technology enables dynamic tuning of metalenses with voltage-resolved precision. We have demonstrated electrically controlled focal length tuning of over 100% as well as the capability of adjusting for astigmatism and image shift at the same time. We have also developed a method for designing and fabricating metalenses of large areas: two-centimeters in diameter and beyond.

Summary of Research:
Large Area Metalenses [1]. Optical components, such as lenses, have traditionally been made in the bulk form by shaping glass or other transparent materials. Recent advances in metasurfaces provide a new basis for recasting optical components into thin, planar elements, having similar or better performance using arrays of subwavelength-spaced optical phase-shifters. The technology required to mass produce them dates back to the mid-1990s, when the feature sizes of semiconductor manufacturing became considerably denser than the wavelength of light, advancing in stride with Moore’s law. This provides the possibility of unifying two industries: semiconductor manufacturing and lens-making, whereby the same technology used to make computer chips is used to make optical components, such as lenses, based on metasurfaces. Using a scalable metasurface layout compression algorithm that exponentially reduces design file sizes (by three orders of magnitude for a centimeter diameter lens) and stepper photolithography, we show the design and fabrication of metasurface lenses (metalenses) with extremely large areas, up to centimeters in diameter and beyond. Using a single two-centimeter diameter near-infrared metalens less than a micron-thick fabricated in this way, we experimentally implement the ideal thin lens equation, while demonstrating high-quality imaging and diffraction-limited focusing.

Figure 1: Our metasurface lens with diameter of 2 cm.
Adaptive Metalenses [2]. Focal adjustment and zooming are universal features of cameras and advanced optical systems. Such tuning is usually performed longitudinally along the optical axis by mechanical or electrical control of focal length. However, the recent advent of ultrathin planar lenses based on metasurfaces (metalenses), which opens the door to future drastic miniaturization of mobile devices such as cell phones and wearable displays, mandates fundamentally different forms of tuning based on lateral motion rather than longitudinal motion. Theory shows that the strain field of a metalens substrate can be directly mapped into the outgoing optical wavefront to achieve large diffraction-limited focal length tuning and control of aberrations. We demonstrate electrically tunable large-area metalenses controlled by artificial muscles capable of simultaneously performing focal length tuning (>100%) as well as on-the-fly astigmatism and image shift corrections, which until now were only possible in electron optics. The device thickness is only 30 µm.

Our results demonstrate the possibility of future optical microscopes that fully operate electronically, as well as compact optical systems that use the principles of adaptive optics to correct many orders of aberrations simultaneously.
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Abstract:
We demonstrate that a bianisotropic metamaterial supporting four optical resonances of the appropriate symmetry can be used as a building block for achieving perfect diffraction of mid-infrared radiation. We design and experimentally realize such bianisotropic metamaterials. We show that near-perfect diffraction to the $+1^{\text{st}}$ diffraction order is possible, while other orders are suppressed, in the mid-infrared spectral region.

Summary of Research:
We experimentally verify the viability of the “perfectly” diffracting metagrating in the mid-IR spectral region [1]. The geometric dimensions of the designed structure and corresponding diffraction spectra have been simulated using a finite-element-method software. An undoped, double-side-polished wafer (Ultrasil, Inc.) with a device layer of 2.7 µm and a buried oxide layer of 1.0 µm was cleaned in acetone and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and coated with two layers of positive electron beam resist: 100 nm of PMMA 950 on top of the 200 nm of PMMA 495k, baking the resist at 170°C for 15 min after each coating step. The desired pattern was exposed over the substrate at 1000 µC/cm$^2$ (JEOL 9500FS) and developed in MIBK:IPA 1:3 solution for 75 sec, with consequent rinsing in IPA. A 60-nm-thick Cr hard mask was deposited using electron beam evaporator at a rate of 3 nm/min. After liftoff in sonicated acetone (60 sec), HBr plasma dry etching of silicon down to the 1-µm-thick buried oxide layer was carried out (Oxford Cobra), leaving the desired pattern carved in the device layer. As the last step, the residual Cr mask was removed with a Cr wet etch. The patterned area of each metagrating was (1.5 mm)$^2$. A scanning electron microscope image of the best-performance sample is given in Fig.1(a).

Figure 1: (a) SEM image of the best-performance metagrating. (b) Schematic of the experiment. The three measured diffraction orders in transmission, and the bare substrate transmission, are indicated by arrows. The targeted diffractive order is the $+1^{\text{st}}$. (c) Diffraction efficiency of the $+1^{\text{st}}$, $0^{\text{th}}$ and $-1^{\text{st}}$ transmitted diffraction orders normalized to the bare substrate transmission measured as the function of the wavelength. The axis on the right shows absolute diffraction efficiency as normalized to the incident field intensity. (d) Diffraction contrast spectra $I_{+1}/I_0$ (dashed line) and $I_{-1}/I_0$ (solid line).
The normalized diffraction efficiency $I_{\pm1}/I_s$ of the fabricated metagratings, defined as the ratio of the transmission $I_s$ into the targeted diffraction order to the transmission $I_s$ through the bare Si/SiO$_2$ substrate, was experimentally measured. Such normalization is necessary because of the substantial (43%) amount of light experiencing reflection at the high-contrast flat Si-air and Si-SiO$_2$ interfaces. This artefact is due to the chosen material platform (SOI), and can be overcome by using, for example, Si-on-sapphire wafers.

A quantum cascade laser (Daylight Solutions MIRcat) was used as a source of highly collimated monochromatic tunable quasi-CW mid-IR radiation, as shown in Figure 1(b). The laser beam was softly focused with a 50-mm-focal-length lens to a 200 µm diameter spot from the back side of the wafer. The intensity of the diffracted light was measured using a pyroelectric array camera (Ophir Spiricon Pyrocam III) by integrating the intensity over the entire array. For each wavelength, the intensities of the $1^{st}$, $0^{th}$ and $0^{th}$ transmitted diffraction orders ($I_{\pm1}, I_{-1}$, and $I_0$) were detected, and the $1^{st}$ and $1^{st}$ orders were also detected studied in reflection. The reflected diffraction orders were beyond detection limit. The bare substrate transmission $I_s$ for the efficiency normalization of the diffracted orders was measured by passing the beam through the unstructured part of the wafer, where the device layer is etched away.

The normalized diffraction efficiencies for all transmitted diffraction orders are plotted in Figure 3(c) as a function of the incident wavelength of light. Within our experimental margin of error, the peak grating efficiency at 6.45 µm is of order 95%. Note from Figure 1(c) that the diffraction efficiency into the $1^{st}$ order is even smaller than into the 0th order. Such an enormous asymmetry between the $1^{st}$ and $1^{st}$ orders is due to the bianisotropic nature of the metasurface.

Another important characteristic of the diffraction efficiency is the contrast between the $1^{st}$ and 0$^{th}$ orders, defined as $I_{\pm1}/I_{-1}$, and the $1^{st}$ and $1^{st}$ orders, defined as $I_{\pm1}/I_0$.

The plots of these quantities shown in Figure 1(d) indicate that the contrasts approach 20 and 80, respectively. Note that the high contrast is achieved for a fairly broad band of mid-IR wavelengths: 260 nm for 10 dB rejection, and 820 nm for the 3 dB rejection of the $1^{st}$ diffraction order.
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Abstract:
A stellar coronagraph is a telescope instrument that enables direct imaging of extra-solar, or exoplanets, from the ground or in space. Some components of the coronagraph system we use require microfabrication techniques to be manufactured. We report on the progress of fabricating optical masks known as complex focal plane masks for stellar coronagraphs, as well as their uses at the Subaru telescope so far.

Summary of Research:
In recent years, astronomers have used telescopes attached with instruments to estimate that approximately 50% of stars have a habitable planet (an Earth-size planet with surface temperature able to sustain liquid water). Current detection limits only allow for the radius, orbit and mass of the planet; identifying if life has developed on the planet requires direct imaging and spectroscopy. This is extremely challenging: the planet can be about a billion times fainter than the star it orbits and is located very close to it on the sky. The key to performing direct imaging and spectroscopy is a telescope instrument called a stellar coronagraph. A stellar coronagraph is designed to access light from the planet for observation by blocking, reducing, or in some way suppressing incoming starlight using a series of carefully designed optical masks.

Each mask is responsible for changing the starlight amplitude and phase to induce deep destructive interference, or cancellation, of the starlight to collect the planet signal possibly buried underneath. A simple coronagraph architecture is shown in Figure 1. It consists of optics after the telescope which focus and collimate the incoming beam at various points; doing so allows for the optical masks to suppress the starlight as discussed.

The stellar coronagraph we developed for the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Optics (SCExAO) bench at the Subaru Telescope on Mauna Kea, HI, is known as the Phase-Induced Amplitude Apodization Complex-Mask Coronagraph (PIAACMC). It consists of several custom-fabricated optical masks including a “complex” focal plane mask. Figure 2 shows an example of a fabricated complex mask designed to modulate the amplitude and phase of starlight coming to a focus. The fabrication process for this mask used the ASML DUV stepper and an Oxford ICP-RIE etcher.

These masks consist of a tessellated pattern of hexagonal zones which vary in height; the hexagons are responsible for producing the destructive interference of the starlight.

Figure 1. A stellar coronagraph. After entering the telescope, light from the planet passes through the chain of optical masks (focal plane mask, Lyot stop) unchanged, while the starlight is altered in amplitude and phase to allow the collection of planet light from the detector. The deformable mirror can be used to improve the performance of the coronagraph. Image courtesy of Kelsey Miller, University of Arizona.
on a detector. This type of focal plane mask must be fabricated using microfabrication techniques as each hexagon is typically on the order of 10 µm wide and a few microns or less deep. Tolerances of these devices are being investigated, but the better they are made to match the original design, the better they can destructively interfere starlight at several wavelengths simultaneously.

The masks from this fabrication effort will be installed and tested at SCExAO soon, but for now only some other masks have been put into the system. Figure 3 demonstrates the intended effect an aligned focal plane mask has in only allowing light to gather in places where it can be blocked by another optical mask. We report on some of these activities in references [1] and [2].
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Abstract:
This project is a continuing project. We will be finishing the fabrication of the hyperbolic metamaterial structure and designing a 2nd generation of the filter that uses more of a photonics crystal resonant material within a Bragg stack. Both the hyperbolic metamaterial structure and the 2nd generation devices have compelling properties. Both show very little dispersion — meaning that their performance is not affected by the angle of incidence to the optical signal.

Project Description:
During the last year, we have further designed the hyperbolic metamaterial device and have performed much more optimization, and have taken into account practical design considerations. We are now fabricating the structure at the Cornell NanoScale Science and Technology Facility (CNF) at Cornell University. We have developed a fabrication plan and are now implementing the plan, with masks designed and fabrication processes in development.

Based on what we have learned, we are now investigating a 2nd generation device that does not use metal wires, but uses resonant cavities in the three middle layers of the Bragg stack. The resulting structure will have far less polarization dependence, will absorb less radiation, will be far easier to fabricate and manufacture, and will have a larger tuning range that allows for it to be used within pixelated wavelength filters for hyperspectral imaging applications.

We have been performing preliminary testing on the resonant cavities and have a preliminary design for operation in the midwavelength infrared range of 3-5 µm. The Bragg stack will use silicon and silicon dioxide, and potentially silicon nitride — all CMOS compatible devices — as well as having all structure features with sizes amenable to optical lithography.

Figure 1: Schematic. Top, First Structure: The 1.5 µm SiO₂ film was deposited, patterned and etched. The holes were 0.5 µm, electroplated with Cu. Bottom, Second Structure: Alternative layers of SiO₂ and Si are deposited, patterned and etched (all through the layers), then holes electroplated with Cu.